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Abstract

Most of the research on sign language recognition concentrates on recognizing only
manual signs (hand gestures and shapes), discarding a very important component:
the non-manual signs (facial expressions and head/shoulder motion). We address
the recognition of signs with both manual and non-manual components using a
sequential belief-based fusion technique. The manual components, which carry in-
formation of primary importance, are utilized in the first stage. The second stage,
which makes use of non-manual components, is only employed if there is hesitation
in the decision of the first stage. We employ belief formalism both to model the
hesitation and to determine the sign clusters within which the discrimination takes
place in the second stage. We have implemented this technique in a sign tutor appli-
cation. Our results on the eNTERFACE’06 ASL database show an improvment over
the baseline system which uses parallel or feature fusion of manual and non-manual
features via HMM recognizers and achieves an accuracy of 81.6%.

Key words: Sign language recognition, manual and non-manual signs, Hidden
Markov Models, data fusion, belief functions

1 Introduction

Sign languages are the natural communication medium of hearing-impaired
people all over the world. As the spoken languages, they emerge spontaneously,
and evolve naturally within deaf communities. Wherever deaf communities
exist, sign languages develop, without necessarily having a connection with
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the spoken language of the region. American Sign Language, British Sign
Language, Turkish Sign Language, French Sign Language are different sign
languages used by corresponding communities of hearing-impaired people.
Sign languages are visual languages: the phonology makes use of the hand
shape, place of articulation, and movement; the morphology uses direction-
ality, aspect and numeral incorporation, and syntax uses spatial localization
and agreement as well as facial expressions. The whole message is contained
not only in hand motion and shapes (manual signs) but also in facial ex-
pressions, head/shoulder motion and body posture (non-manual signs). As a
consequence, the language is intrinsically multimodal [1,2].

The problem of sign language recognition (SLR) can be defined as the analysis
of all components that form the language and the comprehension of a single
sign or a whole sequence of sign language communication. SLR is a very com-
plex task: a task that uses hand shape recognition, gesture recognition, face
and body parts detection, and facial expression recognition as basic building
blocks. Hand gesture analysis [3] is very important for SLR since the man-
ual signals are the basic components that form the signs. However, without
integrating non-manual signs, it is not possible to extract the whole meaning
of the sign. In almost all of the sign languages, the meaning of a sign can be
changed drastically by the facial expression or the body posture accompanying
a hand gesture. Current multimodal SLR systems either integrate lip motion
and hand gestures, or only classify either the facial expression or the head
movement. There are only a couple of studies that integrate non-manual and
manual cues for SLR [4].

Initial studies on sign language recognition have concentrated on static signs,
attempting to recognize either the finger spelling alphabet or some selected
static signs. These studies were based on hand shape recognition, discarding
the temporal information. Recognizing static signs is a complex problem as a
result of the high degree of freedom of the human hand and it is an ongoing
research topic [5]. In later studies, with increased processing capabilities of
computers and camera speeds, researchers started to work on temporal data
to recognize dynamic signs that include the motion of the hand. Among several
methods for modeling temporal data, HMMs are used the most extensively
and have proven successful in several kinds of SLR systems. Different HMM
architectures are compared [6] and more specialized HMM architectures are
proposed for modeling two handed signs [7].

Non-manual signs in sign language have only recently drawn attention for
recognition purposes. Most of those studies attempt to recognize non-manual
information independently, discarding the manual information. Some works
only use facial expressions [8], and some use only the head motion [9], without
considering the manual component. There are also studies that try to improve
SLR performance by lip reading [10]. However, lip reading is not a component
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of the sign language and can be ommitted without any effect on the meaning.
Contrarily, the analysis of non-manual signs is a must for building a complete
SLR system: two signs with the same manual component and different non-
manual components can have completely different meanings.

The dependency and correlation of manual and non-manual information dur-
ing a recognition task must be further investigated. For the case of isolated
signs, the manual and non-manual information coincide but the internal cor-
relation and dependency are fairly low. For each isolated sign, there may or
may not be a non-manual component. However, for continuous signing, the
manual and non-manual components do not have to coincide synchronously
and non-manual signs may cover more than one manual sign. This paper is
focused on isolated signs, assuming that subjects perform a manual sign with
or without an accompanying non-manual sign. Continuous signing is out of
the scope of this paper.

We propose a methodology for integrating manual and non-manual informa-
tion in a sequential approach. The methodology is based on (1) identifying the
level of uncertainty of a classification decision, (2) identifying sign clusters, i.e.,
groups of signs that include different non-manual components or variations of a
base manual component, and (3) identifying the correct sign based on manual
and non-manual information. Sections 2 and 3 give background information on
Belief Functions, and Hidden Markov Models, respectively. Section 4 explains
the sequential belief-based fusion technique and our methodology to assign
belief values to our decisions and to calculate the uncertainty. In Section 5,
we compare our fusion technique with other state of the art fusion techniques
and give the results of experiments with detailed discussions.

2 Belief Functions

Belief function formalism may be explained in many ways. Although not the
most rigorous, the most intuitive way is to consider it as a generalization of
probability theory. It provides a way to represent hesitation and ignorance.
This formalism (called the “evidential” formalism) is especially useful when
the collected data is noisy or semi-reliable. In this section, we briefly present
the necessary background on belief functions. Interested readers may refer to
[11–14] for more information on belief theories.

Frame: Let Ω be the set of N exclusive hypotheses: Ω = {Ω1, Ω2, . . .ΩN}.
Ω is called the frame and it is the evidential counterpart of the probabilistic
universe.
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Powerset: Let 2Ω, called the powerset of Ω, be the set of all the subsets A of
Ω, including the empty set: 2Ω = {A/A ⊆ Ω}

Belief function (BF): A belief function is a set of scores defined on 2Ω

and adds up to 1, in exactly the same manner as a probability function (PF)
defined on Ω. Let m(.) be such a belief function. It represents our belief in the
propositions that correspond to the elements of 2Ω:

m : 2Ω → [0, 1]

A 7→m(A) with
∑

A⊆Ω

m(A) = 1

A focal element is an element of the powerset to which a non-zero belief is
assigned. Note that belief can be assigned to non-singleton propositions, which
allows modeling the hesitation due to the absence of knowledge between el-
ements. Similarly, there are evidential models in which it is authorised to
assign a non-zero belief to the empty set, ∅, in order to model the incomplete-
ness [13]. It corresponds to a belief in an undefined hypothesis of the frame
or to a contradiction between the pieces of information in which the belief is
rooted.

Conjunctive combination: To combine several belief functions into a global
belief function, one uses the conjunctive combination. For N BFs, m1 . . .mN ,
defined on the same hypothesis set Ω, the conjunctive combination is defined
as:

∩© : B
Ω × B

Ω × . . . × B
Ω →B

Ω

m1 ∩©m2 ∩© . . . ∩©mN 7→m∩©

with B
Ω, the set of BFs defined on Ω, and m∩©, the global combined BF.

The conjunctive combination means that, for each focal element of the power
set, its belief is the combination of all the beliefs which imply it: This is the
evidential generalization of the logical AND or equivalently, the counterpart of
the pointwise multiplication of PFs. Thus, the combined BF, m∩©, is calculated
as:

m∩©(A) =
∑

A=A1∩...∩AN

(

N
∏

n=1

mn(An)

)

∀A ∈ 2Ω (1)

Decision making: After fusing several BFs, the knowledge is modeled via a
single function over 2Ω. There are alternative ways to make a decision from
the knowledge of a BF than from a PF [15–17].
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In maximum likelihood decision making, the objective is to make the most
likely decision. Most of the time this likelihood is linked to its frequential
interpretation: if the experiment is made several times, the ”best” decision
process is the one which selects the correct hypothesis the most often. Then,
the purpose is to define a winning strategy. It is also possible to derive such a
strategy with BFs. A very popular method is to use the Pignistic Transform

(PT). The purpose is to equally share the belief in doubtful focal elements
between the singleton hypotheses which are implied by them. Moreover, as
the decision is supposed to be made within the defined hypotheses, the whole
belief is normalized so that the belief in the empty set is not considered. Then,
one defines BetP(.) [13], the result of the PT of a BF m(.) as:

BetP (h) =
1

1 − m(∅)
∑

h∈A, A⊂Ω

m(A)

|A| ∀h ∈ Ω (2)

where |A| denotes the cardinality of A. The division by 1 − m(∅) is the nor-
malizing factor. If one interprets the belief in the empty set as a belief that
the frame does not include the good hypothesis, this normalization can equiv-
alently be understood as a conditioning on the fact that the frame actually
contains the required hypothesis. We will use the following notation of condi-
tioning to express this normalization: .|Ω.

In BF formalism, it is possible to make decisions based on other assumptions.
For instance, it is possible to associate a plausibility to any element of the
powerset, and then select the most plausible element [18,19]. The plausibility
of an element is the sum of all the belief associated with the hypothesis which
fails to refute it. Hence, the bigger the cardinality of an element of the powerset
is, the higher its plausibility is. Then, deciding according to the plausibility
measure is likely to lead to a decision on a set of hypotheses of high cardinality,
including the entire Ω, which is finally an absence of decision. In case of a
decision with a huge cost of erring (juridic decision, for instance), the idea of
a winning strategy is not acceptable, as the decision must be accurate all the
time. Then, it may be wiser to prevent any decision making than making an
inaccurate decision.

Basicaly, this two stances, to make a bet, or to wait for a cautious decision are
typically opposed in decision making. In this paper, we have the necessity to
make a decision on which a reasonable mistake is acceptable, but one needs
to reject a bet when too much information is missing: when classifying a sign
with both manual and non-manual information, we accept a part of indecision
on the non-manual gesture, but we have to make a complete decision on its
manual part (see next sections). Hence, we need to use an intermediate way
to make a decision: We need to precisely set the balance between cautiousness
and the risk of a bet.
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Table 1
Numerical example for belief function usage

∅ S C T {S,C} {S, T} {T,C} {S,C, T}
m1 0 0.5 0 0 0.5 0 0 0

m2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 0.6

m∩© = m1 ∩©m2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0 0.3 0 0 0

M1 0.2 0.45 0.35 0 0 0 0 0

M1|Ω 0 0.56 0.44 0 0 0 0 0

M2 0.2 0.3 0.2 0 0.3 0 0 0

In this paper, we propose to define a new method based on the Pignistic
Transform and an argmax decision on it. We generalize the Pignistic Transform
so that we can decide whether any focal element has a too big cardinality with
respect to the amount of uncertainty we allow, or, on the contrary, it is small
enough (even if it is not a singleton focal element), to be considered. We call
this transformation as Partial Pignistic Transform (PPT).

Partial Pignistic Transform: Let γ be an uncertainty threshold, and let
2|Ω|γ be the set of all elements of the frame with cardinality smaller or equal
to γ. We call 2|Ω|γ the γth frame of decision. It is equivalent to truncating 2Ω

to those elements whose cardinality are smaller than or equal to γ.

2|Ω|γ = {A ∈ 2Ω/|A| ∈ ⌊0, . . . , γ⌋} (3)

Let Mγ(.) be the PPT of order γ (denoted γ-PPT) of a BF m(.). It is defined
on 2|Ω|γ as:

Mγ(∅) =m(∅)

Mγ(A) =m(A) +
∑

B⊇A, B/∈2|Ω|γ

m(B)
|A|

∑γ
k=1

[(

|B|
k

)

· k
] , ∀A ∈ 2|Ω|γ\∅ (4)

where B are supersets of A, and |A| denotes the cardinality of A. Then, the
decision is made by simply choosing the most believable element of the γth

frame of decision: D∗ = argmax2|Ω|γ (Mγ).

Belief formalism users may notice that in the case where the empty set is
excluded from the first frame of decision (equivalent to using the 1-PPT and
a Ω-conditioning), the decision process is equivalent to the Pignistic Level as
defined in [13] via the classical Pignistic Transform.

As an illustration of all these concepts, let us consider the numerical example
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in Table 1. Assume that we want to automatically classify a hand gesture. The
gesture can be the trace of one of the following shapes: square (S), circle (C)
or triangle (T). The gesture is analyzed by two different sensors, each giving
an estimation of its shape. The observations of the sensors are expressed as
beliefs, m1(.) and m2(.), and the powerset of hypotheses for the shape of the
gesture is defined as 2Ω = ∅, S, C, T , {S, C}, {S, T}, {T, C}, {S, C, T}. The
two beliefs (m1, m2) are fused into a new belief (m∩©) via the conjunctive
combination (Eq. 1). As the gesture has a single shape, the belief in union
of shapes is meaningless from a decision making point of view: One needs to
make a complete decision without hesitation (M1), and the adapted frame of
decision is the 1st frame of decision (Eq. 3) with 1-PPT (Eq. 4). In addition,
if the ground truth is assumed to be represented in the frame, then the belief
in the empty set is not meaningful and conditioning on Ω leads to the same
result as the classical Pignistic Transform (M1|Ω). If the sensors are not precise
enough to differentiate between two particular gestures, then, 2-PPT may
be used (M2). In this example, M2 = m∩© as there is no uncertainty in the
elements with cardinality three to share: m∩©({S, C, T}) = 0.

3 Hidden Markov Models

HMMs are among the most popular and powerful algorithms for sequence
modeling and classification problems [20]. Among different kinds of HMM ar-
chitectures, left-to-right HMMs with either discrete or continuous observations
are preferred for their simplicity and suitability to the hand gesture and sign
language recognition.

The elements of an HMM are prior probabilities of states, πi, transition proba-
bilities, aij and observation probabilities, bi(Ot) where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and N is the
number of states. In the discrete case, observation probabilities are stored in a
N×M matrix, M being the number of symbols in the alphabet. In the contin-
uous case, observation probabilities are modelled by mixture of multivariate
Gaussians.

bi(Ot)=
K
∑

k=1

wikN (Ot; µik, Σik) (5)

N (Ot; µik, Σik)=
1

√

(2π)V |Σik|
e[−1

2
(Ot−µik)2Σ−1

ik
(Ot−µik)2] (6)

where µik, Σik are component means and covariances respectively, and K de-
notes the number of components in the mixture. V is the dimensionality of
the observation vectors and Ot is the observation at time t.
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For a sequence classification problem, one is interested in evaluating the prob-
ablity of any given observation sequence, O1O2...OT , given a HMM model, Θ.
This probablity, or the likelihood, P (O|Θ), of an HMM can be calculated in
terms of the forward variable.

P (O|Θ) =
N
∑

i=1

αT (i) (7)

where the forward variable, αT (i), is the probability of observing the partial
sequence O1...OT until the end of the sequence, T , and being in state i at time
T , given the model Θ. The forward variable can be recursively calculated by
going forward in time:

α1(j)= πjbj(O1) (8)

αt(j)= bj(Ot)
N
∑

i=1

αt−1(i)aij (9)

For long sequences, the computation of the forward variable will exceed the
precision range of the machine. Thus, a scaling procedure is needed to prevent
underflow. The scaling coefficient, ct, and the scaled forward variable α̂t(i) are
calculated as follows:

ct =
1

∑N
i=1 αt(i)

(10)

α̂t(i) = ctαt(i) (11)

The computation of P (O|Θ) must be handled differently since αT (i)s are al-
ready scaled. P (O|Θ) can be calculated via the scaling coefficients however we
can only calculate the log of P since P itself will be out of the precision range
[20]:

log(P (O|Θ))=−
T
∑

t=1

logct (12)

4 Sequential Belief Based Fusion

In a SLR problem, where each sign is modeled by a generative model, such as
an HMM, the classification can be done via the maximum likelihood approach,
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where the sign class of the HMM that gives the maximum likelihood is selected.
However, this approach does not consider the situations where the likelihoods
of two or more HMMs are very close to each other. The decisions made in
these kinds of cases are error-prone and further analysis must be made.

In HMM based SLR, each HMM typically models a different hypothesis for the
sign to be recognized. Our purpose is to associate a belief function with these
likelihoods. Then, it is possible to model these error-prone cases by associat-
ing high belief into the union of hypotheses. By analyzing the proportion of
belief which is associated with the union of hypotheses, it is possible to decide
whether the classification decision is certain or error-prone. Then, we propose
the following process: If the analysis indicates significant uncertainty in the
decision of the first classification step, a second classification step must be
applied. This second classification step is only applied to classes among which
the uncertainty is detected. The preliminary results of this methodology is
presented in [21].

In the following sections, we first explain how to convert the HMM likelihoods
to beliefs and how to introduce uncertainty using the calculated belief values.
Then we explain how to use this uncertainty for sequential fusion.

4.1 Belief function definition from HMM log-likelihoods

In this section, we present a method to derive a belief function over the power
set of classes from the HMM log-likelihoods calculated for each class. The
purpose is to convert the information contained in the log-likelihoods into
the evidential formalism, so that corresponding methods in data fusion and
decision making are usable.

The general idea is to automatically copy the fashion in which an expert would
associate a BF to a set of likelihoods: In the case of an HMM H∗ having a
significantly larger likelihood than the other HMMs, an expert is able to place
her/his belief into H∗. On the contrary, s/he is able to share the belief among
a set of HMMs which roughly have the same likelihoods.

A way to understand this is to see the human being as capable of considering
simultaneously several pairwise comparisons and to apprehend their global
interactions. We propose to analytically copy this behavior: Let us consider all
possible pairs of HMMs involved, and associate an Elementary Belief Function
(EBF) to each of them. We assume that the higher the likelihood is, the more
believable the corresponding sign. Then, the margin (the algebraic difference)
between the likelihoods of two HMMs is a basis for local decision. This is
inspired from our previous work [22], in which we proposed a scheme that
uses Belief Theories with SVMs to improve the 1vs1 voting scheme for multi-
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class classification.

The next crucial step is to decide how to numerically associate a belief function
over the power set of every couple. Under which values will margins be con-
sidered as hesitation-prone? We define each EBF over the powerset of the two
HMMs involved. Then, the belief of each EBF is distributed over one HMM,
the other HMM, and the hesitation among the two HMMs. We modify this
partition so that the HMM which has the smaller value among the two has a
zero-valued belief. So, we simply define the repartition between one HMM and
the union of the two involved. This is what we call the hesitation distribution
and it is modelled on the behaviour of an expert human being.

We should keep in mind that, although the HMM scores are derived from
probabilities, they are indeed log-likelihoods and it is not possible to compute
the inverse and to go back to likelihoods because of the scaling operation
carried out to prevent underflow of the probabilities when the sequences are
long. Hence, if scaling is used, only the log-likelihood is defined, and not the
likelihood itself due to the limits of machine representation of numbers. [20].

This problem is far more complicated when converting a probability function
into a belief function. The simple solution would be to convert the scores
to probabilities by scaling and normalization operations and to remain in a
”normalized” problem. However, this simple solution does not guarantee effi-
ciency. Instead, we propose to fit a distribution to each pair of log-likelihoods
and later combine them to produce belief values. We set this hesitation dis-
tribution experimentally and eventually tune it on a validation set. We use a
simple model which assumes the belief in the hesitation distribution to follow
a zero-mean Gaussian function with standard deviation, σ, with respect to
the difference of scores. We define σ as σ =

√
α · σs, where σs is the variance

of the margins of pairwise log-likelihoods for the HMM case. The coefficient
α controls the level of uncertainty in the belief function. The bigger it is, the
more hesitation the belief function contains. If α is too small, the belief func-
tion will be equivalent to a max function over the likelihoods: argmax(L(.))
will focus all the belief, and the rest will be zero-believed (L(.) denotes the
likelihood of each model). On the contrary, if α is too big, the belief is focused
on the widest hypothesis (the complete hesitation), and making a non-random
decision over such a function is impossible.

The entire algorithm to compute a belief function from a set of nonhomoge-
neous scores is given in Fig. 1. So far, we described how to obtain the hesitation
distribution for each EBF, and the influence of these models on the global be-
lief function (step 4 of Fig. 1), but we have not defined how to create this
global belief function from the EBFs. This is done by (1) refining the EBFs
so that they are defined on the complete powerset of Ω instead of on a part of
it [22](see step 4 of Fig. 1), and (2) fusing all the EBFs with the conjunctive
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combination (step 5 of Fig. 1).

Let Ω be the set of all the hypotheses (or classes): Ω = {H1, H2, . . . HN}
(1) For all pairs, (Hi, Hj), in Ω, where i 6= j, compute Vij = L(Hi) − L(Hj).
(2) Compute σs of Vij for all (Hi, Hj) pairs.
(3) Set α to define the level of hesitation of the hesitation distribution.
(4) For each Vij , create a belief function mij(.) over the powerset of {Hi, Hj}.

This BF defines the belief on {Hi}, {Hj} and {Hi, Hj}, with zero-belief for ∅
and one of {Hi} or {Hj}. Then refine the EBFs to make them combinable :

mij({i, j}) = exp(
−V 2

ij

2∗(α∗σs)2
) , mij({i, j}) refinement

−−−−−−−→
mij({Ω})

mij({i}) =

{

1 − m({i, j}) if Vij > 0

0 otherwise
, mij({i}) refinement

−−−−−−−→
mij({Ω\j})

mij({j}) =

{

1 − m({i, j}) if Vij < 0

0 otherwise
, mij({j}) refinement

−−−−−−−→
mij({Ω\i})

(5) Compute the conjunctive combination of these belief functions mij(.).
(6) The result is the combined belief function m∩© over Ω on which a decision can be made (Eq.1).

Fig. 1. Algorithm to compute beliefs from a set of nonhomogeneous scores.

4.2 Introducing uncertainty via Belief Functions

In our classification problem, we have signs with manual and non-manual in-
formation. We call signs that share the similar manual component as a “clus-
ter”. We hypothesize that it will be easier to differentiate between signs from
different clusters. The signs in the same cluster can be differentiated via the
non-manual component. However, the non-manual features can be noisy as
a result of the data collection setup (i.e. 2D acquisition instead of 3D) and
the feature extraction process. In some signs, the hand can be in front of the
head, whereas in others, the face detector fails. Thus, we consider a potential
absence of information with respect to this non-manual component. Then, our
purpose is to make a decision only when it is sensible to do so, but also to ac-
cept a part of indecision when the information is not meaningful. As this is the
purpose of the γ-PPT when γ > 1, we propose to apply the belief formalism
to the problem, i.e:

• To model the hesitation among the gestures by a belief function computed
from a set of likelihoods.

• To make a decision with the PPT (Eq. 4).

With respect to the quality of the information available among the features, we
assume that the decision between the clusters will be complete, but a hesitation
may remain within a cluster (concerning the non-manual component). In order
to make a final decision within a cluster, we need a second stage of decision.

11
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4.3 Sequential fusion with uncertainty

The sequential belief based fusion technique consists of two classification
phases where the second is only applied when there is hesitation (see Fig.
2). The necessity of applying the second phase is given by the belief functions
defined on the likelihoods of the first bank of HMMs. The eventual uncertainty
calculated from those beliefs (via the PPT) is evaluated and resolved via the
second bank of HMMs. In this setup, the assumption is that the HMMs of the
first bank are more general models which are capable of discriminating all the
classes up to some degree. The HMMs of the second bank are specialized mod-
els and can only be used to discriminate between a subset of classes, among
which there is an uncertainty. These uncertainties between classes are used to
identify the sign clusters in which the second bank of HMMs are capable of
discriminating.

Test
example

Conversion
to

Belief
functions

Hesitation?
Final

decision

NO YES

Manual & Non-manual
HMM models

HMM
log-likelihoods

Apply
PPT

  

Stage 2

Likelihood
calculation
inside the

sign cluster

Final
decision

ML
selection

Test
example

Stage 1
decision, Si

Sign
Clusters

Non-manual
HMM models

Stage 1

Fig. 2. Sequential belief-based fusion flowchart

5 Methodology & Experiments

In order to assess the appropriateness of our belief-based method, we have
performed experiments to compare it with several other mechanisms for fus-
ing manual and non-manual signs. The experiments are conducted on a sign
language database which has been collected during the eNTERFACE’06 work-
shop. In the following section, we give details about this database.

5.1 eNTERFACE’06 ASL Database

The signs in the eNTERFACE’06 ASL Database [23] are selected such that
they include both manual and non-manual signs. There are eight base signs
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Table 2
Signs in eNTERFACE’06 Database

Hand Head

Base Motion Motion

Sign Variant Variation (NMS)

Clean
Clean

Very clean X

Afraid
Afraid

Very afraid X X

Fast
Fast

Very fast X

Drink
To drink X

Drink (noun) X

Open (door)
To open

door (noun) X

Hand Head

Base Motion Motion

Sign Variant Variation (NMS)

Here

[smbdy] is here X

Is [smbdy] here? X

[smbdy] is not here X

Study

Study

Study continuously X X

Study regularly X X

Look at

Look at

Look at continuously X X

Look at regularly
X X

that represent words and a total of 19 variants which include the systematic
variations of the base signs in the form of non-manual signs, or inflections in
the signing of the same manual sign. A base sign and its variants will be called
a “base sign cluster” for the rest of this paper. Table 2 lists the signs in the
database. As observed from Table 2, some signs are differentiated only by the
head motion; some only by hand motion variation and some by both. Two
example signs are illustrated in Fig.3.

A single web camera with 640 × 480 resolution and 25 frames per second rate
is used for the recordings. The camera is placed in front of the subject. The
database is collected from eight subjects, each performing five repetitions of
each sign. The dataset is divided to training and test sets where 532 examples
are used for training (28 examples per sign) and 228 examples for reporting the
test results (12 examples per sign). The subjects in training and test sets are
different except for one subject whose examples are divided between training
and test sets. The distributions of sign classes are equal both in training and
test sets. For the cases where a validation set is needed, we apply a stratified
7-fold cross validation (CV) on the training set. Since we concentrate on the
fusion step in this paper, we have directly used the processed data from [23]
where the features of hand shape, hand motion and head motion are extracted.
Sign features are extracted both for manual signs (hand motion, hand shape,
hand position with respect to face) and non-manual signs (head motion). For
hand motion analysis, the center of mass (CoM) of each hand is tracked and
filtered by a Kalman Filter. The posterior states of each Kalman filter: x, y
coordinates of CoM, and horizontal, vertical velocity, form the hand motion
features. Hand shape features are appearance-based shape features calculated
on the binary hand images. These features include the parameters of an ellipse
fitted to the binary hand and statistics from a rectangular mask placed on
top of the binary hand. For head motion analysis, the system detects rigid
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Example signs from eNTERFACE’06 ASL database (a) HERE and NOT
HERE, (b) CLEAN and VERY CLEAN

head motions such as head rotations and head nods [24]. The orientation and
velocity information of the head and the quantity of motion are used as head
motion features. Further details can be found in [23].

5.2 Clustering for Sequential Fusion

In this context, we define a sign cluster as a group of signs which are similar and
the differences are either based on the non-manual component or variations of
the manual component. From the semantic interpretation of the signs in the
database (see Table 2), we can define the base sign clusters as shown with the
bold lines in Fig. 5. In Figures 5a and b the bold lines indicate the semantic
clusters.

In a classification task, although one can utilize prior knowledge such as the
sign clusters based on semantic information, this has some disadvantages.
First, it is not guaranteed that these semantic clusters are suitable for the
classification task, and second, the trained model will be database dependent
and extending the database with new signs will require the re-definition of the
cluster information. Thus, an automatic clustering method that depends on
the data and considers the capabilities of the classifier would be preferable.
We propose two methods for automatic identification of the clusters: The first
method is based on belief formalism, and the second method is based on the
classification errors without any belief calculation. For the latter, we propose
to use the confusion matrix for cluster identification; and for the former we
propose to use the hesitation matrix. In both cases, the cluster identification
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is done by applying 7-fold CV on the training data. The confusion/hesitation
matrices of each fold are combined to create a joint matrix, which is used to
identify the clusters (Fig. 4).

Training
examples

Baum- Welch
Training

Train Set

Validation Set

Calculate
Confusion/
Hesitation

 Matrix

Joint
Confusion/
Hesitation

Matrix

Combine all
matrices

Sign
Clusters

HMMs

7-fold cross
validation

Fig. 4. Identifying sign clusters by cross validation via confusion or hesitation ma-
trices

To convert a confusion matrix to a sign cluster matrix, for each sign, we cluster
all signs among which there is confusion. For example, assume that sign i is
only confused with sign j. Then the sign cluster of class i is (i, j). The sign
cluster of class j is separately calculated from its confusions in the estimation
process. Fig. 5a shows the sign clusters identified via the confusion matrix for
the eNTERFACE’06 sign data.

In belief formalism, we use the uncertainties in the decisions of the first stage
classifier to define the sign clusters (Fig. 5b). For this purpose, only the ele-
ments which are hesitation-prone are considered in a hesitation matrix. The
elements without any hesitation, either complete mistakes or correct ones are
excluded form the calculation of this hesitation matrix. This is equivalent to a
confusion matrix but the sum over the matrix is equal to the number of hesi-
tations. Each hesitation is multiplied by the number of elements among which
the hesitation occurs. Then this matrix is transformed so that it is closed, tran-
sitive and reflexive. The classes of equivalence in this matrix correspond to the
clusters. The number of elements within each hesitation is directly related to
the γ parameter. Hence, the creation of the clusters is directly correlated with
the tuning of the PPT on the validation set. To simply tune it, we propose to
approximately set it to the number of signs within the base sign clusters (i.e.
γ = 2 or 3).

Fig. 5 shows the sign clusters identified by the two techniques, by confusions
in the joint confusion matrix and by uncertainties provided by the belief func-
tions, respectively. Boldly outlined squares show the base sign clusters and
for each row, shaded blocks show the identified clusters for the corresponding
sign. The problem with the confusion matrix method is its sensitivity. Even a
single mistake causes a cluster formation. On the other hand, the belief based
method robustly identifies the uncertainties and provides robust clusters.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Sign clusters (a) identified by the joint confusion matrix of 7-fold CV, (b)
identified by the uncertainties between the classes in 7-fold CV. Clusters are shown
row-wise, where for each sign row, the shaded blocks show the signs in its cluster.
Bold lines show the clusters indicated by prior semantic knowledge, which we do
not use.

At this point it is helpful to discuss the clustering results and their interpre-
tation with respect to the signs in the database. As listed in Table 2, there
are eight base signs in the database. The 19 signs are formed either by adding
non-manual information to the base sign or by variations in the signing of the
base sign and sometimes, both. Thus in a sign cluster, not all the confusions
can be resolved by utilizing only non-manual information. Here we give the
details of the base signs and discuss the clustering results shown in Fig. 5b.

• Signs DOOR and TO OPEN are only differentiated by the positioning of
the hands and their speed and there is no non-manual information to differ-
entiate between them. Although the clustering method puts these two signs
in the same cluster, one can not expect to have a correct decision at the
second step by only utilizing the non-manual component. For these signs
the confusion must be resolved at the first step by the manual information.

• Signs DRINK and TO DRINK are differentiated by both non-manual infor-
mation and variations in signing. TO DRINK sign imitates a single drinking
action with the head motion. DRINK sign is performed without head mo-
tion and with repetitive hand motion. However, in these signs, the hand is
in front of the mouth region and for some frames, the face detector fails to
detect the face and provides wrong feature values that misleads the recog-
nizer.

• Signs HERE, IS HERE, NOT HERE have exactly the same manual sign but
the non-manual sign differs. Thus when only manual information is used,
confusions between these three signs are expectable. Non-manual informa-
tion resolves the confusions in the cluster.

• For the LOOK AT sign, the differentiation is provided by both non-manual
information and variations in signing. However, the hands can be in front
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of the head for many of the frames. For those frames, the face detector
fails to detect the face and provides wrong feature values that misleads the
recognizer.

• The STUDY sign: It is interesting to observe that in Fig. 5b, the base study
sign is clustered into two sub-clusters. This separation agrees with the nature
of these signs: In the sign STUDY, there is a local finger motion without any
global hand motion, and this directly differentiates this sign from the other
two variations. The confusion between the manual components of STUDY
REGULARLY and STUDY CONTINUOUSLY can stem from a deficiency
of the 2D capture system. The hand motion of these two signs differ mainly
in depth. However, the non-manual components can be used at the second
stage to resolve this confusion.

• For signs AFRAID, FAST, and CLEAN, a non-manual sign is used to em-
phasize their meaning (signs VERY AFRAID, VERY FAST, and VERY
CLEAN). Each of these signs and their emphasized versions are put in the
same cluster and the confusion inside these clusters can be resolved by uti-
lizing the non-manual component.

5.3 Reference Algorithms

To model the manual and non-manual components of the signs and perform
classification, we train three different HMMs:

• HMMM : Uses only manual features (hand motion, shape and position with
respect to face)

• HMMN : Uses only non-manual features (head motion)
• HMMM&N : Uses both manual and non-manual features (manual features

plus head motion)

5.3.1 HMM Classification and Feature Level Fusion

We train HMMs for each sign and classify a test example by selecting the
sign class whose HMM has the maximum log-likelihood. The HMM models
are selected as left-to-right 4-state HMMs with continuous observations where
Gaussian distributions with full covariance are used to model the observa-
tions at each state. The Baum-Welch algorithm is used for HMM training.
Initial parameters of transition, prior probabilities and initial parameters of
Gaussians are selected randomly.

We compare the classification performance of HMMM and HMMM&N to see
the information added by the non-manual features via feature level fusion. The
classification results of these two models should show us the degree of effec-
tive utilization of the non-manual features when combined into a single feature
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vector with manual features. Although there is no direct synchronization be-
tween the manual and non-manual components, the second model, HMMM&N ,
models the dependency of the two components for sign identification. The

(a) 97.8% base sign accuracy, 67.1% total accuracy (b) 99.5% base sign accuracy, 75.9% total accuracy

Fig. 6. (a) Confusion matrix of HMMM , (b) Confusion matrix of HMMM&N . Rows
indicate the true class and columns indicate the estimated class. Base sign and its
variations are grouped and shown in bold squares. In both of the cases, classification
errors are mainly between variations of a base sign.

classification results and confusion matrices are shown in Fig. 6. Although the
classification accuracy of HMMM&N is slightly better than HMMM , total ac-
curacy is still low. The high dimensionality of the feature vector (61 features
per frame) can be a cause of this low accuracy. Curse of dimensionality affects
HMM training. Another factor is that the non-manual features can be noisy
as a result of wrong face detection, especially when hands are in front of the
face. Besides, non-manual information is a secondary component of the sign
and when analyzed together, the manual information may override the non-
manual part. In any case, although it causes an improvement, non-manual
information is not effectively utilized by feature fusion in HMM classification.
However, it is worth noting that the classification errors in both of the models
are mainly between variants of a base sign and out of cluster errors are very
few. A further investigation of the classification results show that in about
97.5% of the examples, the true class resides among the first three highest
likelihoods, if not the maximum (see Fig. 7). By further analyzing the first
three highest likelihoods, one might increase the performance.

5.3.2 Parallel Score Level Fusion

Results of the previous section show that manual and non-manual information
are not effectively utilized by feature level fusion. In parallel score level fusion,
two independent experts are used and the scores (confidences, likelihoods . . .)
of these experts are combined with several combination rules. In this setup, the
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(a) Rank 3 accuracy: 97.3% (b) Rank 3 accuracy: 97.8%

Fig. 7. Rank distribution of the true class likelihoods of (a) HMMM , (b)HMMM&N

idea is to use one expert that models manual information (HMMM ) or manual
and non-manual information together (HMMM&N ) and to combine the scores
of this expert with another one that models non-manual information (HMMN ).
We use the sum rule to combine the log-likelihoods of the HMM experts. To
use as a reference fusion method, we applied parallel fusion of the scores of
(1) HMMM and HMMN , (2) HMMM&N and HMMN . The comparative results
are shown in Table 3.

5.4 Sequential Score Level Fusion

Our proposed belief-based sequential fusion mechanism aims to identify the
cluster of the sign in the first step and to resolve the confusion inside the
cluster in the second step. For comparison purposes, we propose another se-
quential fusion technique which follows the same strategy but only uses the
HMM likelihoods without any belief formalism. In each of these techniques,
information related to the sign cluster must be provided. In this section, we
summarize each sequential fusion method.

5.4.1 Sequential Fusion based on HMM Likelihoods

In this method, the fusion methodology is based on the likelihoods of the
HMMs. The sign clusters are automatically identified during training by the
joint confusion matrix of 7-fold CV (see Fig. 5a). The first step selects the
sign with the maximum likelihood of HMMM&N . The cluster of the selected
sign is determined by the previously identified clusters. In the second stage
the classifier only considers signs within the identified cluster. The decision is
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made by selecting the sign with the maximum likelihood of HMMN .

5.4.2 Sequential Fusion based on Belief Functions and Uncertainties

A two step sequential fusion technique in which the sign clusters are automati-
cally identified during training by the uncertainties calculated from the beliefs
on each sign is utilized (see Fig. 5). The difference of this method from the
likelihood-based one is twofold: (1) the cluster identification method is based
on belief functions (2) It is not mandatory to proceed to the second stage.
If our belief about the decision of the first stage is certain, then we use that
decision. The steps of the technique can be summarized as follows (also see
Fig. 2):

(1) Automatically identify the clusters via uncertainties.
(2) Define the parameter γ for PPT and the parameter σ for the hesitation

pattern.
(3) Convert the likelihoods of the first stage HMMs to belief functions as

explained in Section 4.1.
(4) Apply the PPT.

(a) If there is no uncertainty in the result, decide accordingly.
(b) Otherwise, identify the cluster of this sign and proceed to the second

stage.
(5) In the second stage, only consider the signs within the identified cluster.
(6) The decision is made by selecting the sign with the maximum likelihood

of HMMN .

5.5 Results

The accuracies with different fusion techniques are summarized in Table 3.
The automatically identified clusters using 7-fold CV can be seen in Figs.
5a and 5b, for the two techniques, fusion using likelihoods and fusion using
belief functions, respectively. We have used the notations ⇒ and →, respec-
tively for these two fusion methods to indicate the difference in the process of
proceeding to the second stage, where ⇒ indicates unconditional proceeding
whereas → indicates a conditionality based on the belief-based analysis. Base
sign clusters are as defined in the previous sections. Manually defined sign
clusters are tuned manually by the human expert to emphasize the fact that
even it is tuned manually by taking the properties of the classification and
analysis methods into consideration, the proposed method with automatically
defined clusters is superior. Sequential-belief based fusion has the highest ac-
curacy (81.6%) among all implemented techniques. The reason of this result is
both based on the robustness of the belief-based cluster identification and the
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Table 3
Classification performance.

Fusion Cluster Test

Models method identification Accuracy

R
ef

er
en

ce
HMMM No fusion - 67.1%

HMMM&N Feature - 75.9%

HMMM + HMMN Parallel - 70.6%

HMMM&N + HMMN Parallel - 78.1%

P
ro

p
o
se

d

HMMM&N ⇒HMMN Sequential
likelihood

Base sign clusters 73.7%

HMMM&N ⇒HMMN Sequential
likelihood

Manually defined 78.1%

HMMM&N ⇒HMMN Sequential
likelihood

Automatic via
confusion matrix

75.0%

HMMM&N ⇒HMMN Sequential
likelihood

Automatic via
uncertainties

73.3%

HMMM&N →HMMN Sequential
belief-based

Automatic via
uncertainties

81.6%

possibility of accepting the first stage classification decision thanks to belief
formalism. The effect of the latter can be seen from the last two lines of Table
3, where the same clustering result, based on uncertainities calculated from
belief functions, gives a very low accuracy if the we do not apply belief-based
decision analysis. For the former, when the clusters are not properly and ro-
bustly defined, the classification performance may degrade. This effect can be
seen in Table 3 where we report the accuracies of sequential likelihood fusion
with different cluster identification techniques. When compared with the base
model, HMMM&N , the classification accuracy is lower in three of the cluster
identification methods and only higher with manually defined clusters. The
main reason is that when belief-based decision analysis is not applied, it pro-
ceeds to the next stage in any case, regardless of the first stage decision, and
correct classifications of the first step are altered.

Although the time dependency and synchronization of manual and non-manual
features are not that high, feature fusion still improves the classification perfor-
mance (13% improvement) by providing extra features of non-manual informa-
tion. This improvement is also superior to parallel score fusion of manual and
non-manual models showing the need for co-modeling. However, the modeling
of HMMM&N is not sufficient and still has low accuracy. The classification per-
formance is improved by adding an extra expert, HMMN , and by performing
parallel score level fusion with another expert, HMMM&N (3% improvement
to HMMM&N and 16% improvement to HMMM ). However, the sequential
belief-based fusion and the clustering idea is superior since the manual infor-
mation forms the primary component and the non-manual information forms
the secondary component of a sign. The sequential belief-based fusion method
processes the signs according to this information.
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6 Conclusions

We have compared several fusion techniques for integrating manual and non-
manual signs in a sign language recognition system. A dedicated fusion method-
ology is needed to cover the specialties of the usage of manual and non-manual
signs in sign languages. We propose to use a two-step fusion methodology: The
first step mainly depends on the manual information and the second step only
utilizes non-manual information. This is inspired by the fact that the manual
component is the main component in sign language communication. In many
of the signs, the information can be conveyed without the need for non-manual
signals. However, when a non-manual sign is used, it may radically change the
meaning of the manual sign, by either emphasizing it, or indicating a variation.
Hence, one can not discard the non-manual signs in a complete recognition sys-
tem. Our proposed belief-based fusion mechanism is based on this observation
and applies a two-step fusion approach. The first step of the fusion mecha-
nism applies feature level fusion on manual and non-manual components and
attempts to make a decision. The decision is analyzed by the belief formalism
and by considering a potential absence of information, and it can be accepted
or a hesitation between some of the sign classes can be expressed. This hesi-
tation is expected to remain inside the sign cluster and the second step aims
to resolve the hesitation by considering only the non-manual component.

The key point of our belief-based fusion approach is two-fold. First, it has a
two-step decision phase and if the decision at the first step is without hesita-
tion, the decision is immediately made, without proceeding to the next step.
This would speed up the system, since there is no need for further analysis.
Even in the case of a hesitation, the decision of the first step identifies the
cluster which the test sign belongs to, if not the exact sign class. Second, the
sign clusters are identified automatically at the training phase and this makes
the system flexible for adding new signs to the database by just providing new
training data, then training models for the new signs and running the belief
formalism to find the new sign clusters.

These two key points root in the capability of the PPT to make a decision
which is a balance between the risk of a complete decision and the cautiousness
of a partial decision. It is able to provide a singleton decision when supported,
but on the other hand, as long as the information is too hesitation-prone,
it makes an incomplete decision. Then, it is automatically decided whether
the second stage is used or not. Our results show that automatic belief based
clustering even outperforms manual labeling based on semantic information
in identifying base sign clusters and variations within clusters. Finally, this
methodology can also be used in other linked problems, such as identifying
grammatical processes or perfromance differences in sign languages provided
that necessary features are extracted.
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